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ABSTRACT

A self-consistent calculation based on the Variational Cellular

Method is performed on the F2 and Ne2 molecules. The potential curve for

the ground state and for excited states of these molecules «enr deter

mined. Spectroscopic constants related to the potential curves Jtmm also

obtained.

RESUMO

Um calculo auto-consistente baseado no Método Celular Variacio

nal fiel feito para as moléculas F2 c Nc^.vA curva de potencial para o es

tado fundamental c estado excitado destas moléculas, fcrt Jntiipwtiniéa. As

constantes espectrosccpicas relncionadns com estas curvas M M » também

obtidas.

* To be submitted to "Int. J. Quantum Chemistry"

Instituto de Física, Universidade 'e S.ío Paulo (UlíP)



I. INTRODUCTION

! Recently we reported Variational Cellular Method (VCM) self-consis

tent-field X2 calculations on the ground state potential energy curves and

ionization energies for the H2, H 2 and some first-row diatomic molecules

j [I»^]' This work represents the continuation of our investigations of the

! VCM-X2 as applied to the description of the electronic structure of diatomic

; molecules. The results presented in the paper are from our first application

I of the VCM to molecular excited states. The potential energy curves for the

' ground state (lE ) and for the first two singlet excited states (\r; , 'i! )

of F2 are reported. The VCM was also applied to obtain the potential energy

curves for the ground state (lZ ) and first singlet excised state (lE ) of

He2.

VCM is a new approach for solving the one particle Schrocdinger equation

for molecules and crystals [3—5]. It is formulated by moans of a variational

principle, within the framework of the original Wigner-Seitz-Slatcr cellular

theory £5—S]. It has the feature of discarding the muffin-tin approximation

for the '(Ví.mtial [YJ. On the other hand, the method allows for an arbitrary

part it i <•» a:..' the molecular or crystal space. It has been already shown from

prévio i/ calculations that VCM is a fast method, which describes the ground

state < 7 .Tties of diatomic molecules with a reasonable degree of accuracy Q '

The BÍJI» 1 onclusions hold as far as the results obtained for the molecular

excited -iates are concerned.

According to the idea of the cellular theory, one starts by partitioning

the mcocular space into non-overlapping cells, which can have arbitrary shapes

The molecular potential, V, is expressed as the spatial superposition of

spherical potentials, one centered at each atomic site. The spherical average

of this potential with respect to the center of the cell is asstned as the

true molecular potential. Within the cell i, the electron wave function is

expanded in normalized spherical harmonics

(1) ^.(r)

where



X denotes the angular momentum pair (£,m) and R.Gft is a solution of the

radial Schrocdingcr equation for the energy c0 and potential V. The expansion

coefficients A., are determined by solving the following secular equation:

(2) I "eiAlHli'A'M.,,, - 0
i'A' l X

where the hermitean square matrix H is

(3) <iX|H|i'X'> - (l-6ii,)/dSii,(3nf*xfi,x, • f

3 is an outward normal derivative. In order to determine the matrix elements
n .
it is necessary to perform integrals on the surfaces separating the cells. The

secular equation is parametrized in terms of Co and the energy eigenvalues

are determined by searching the values of tp for which Equation (2) has

nontrivial solutions.

Equations (2) and (3) are basic to the VCH and were obtained from a

variational expression discussed in [Tj. It has already been shown how the

self-consistency can be implemented in the method and how the potential V and

the molecular total energy can be properly defined [^»5]*

Figure 1 shows the molecular space partition for the systems considered

here. The two atomic cells are equal and have

Insert Figure 1

8 plane surface of contact. The outer cell is bounded by a spherical surface

and extends from the atomic cells to infinity. The dots are the nuclei sites.

The geometrical parameters of the cells (p,x,a) can be determined variationally

by imposing the extrcmum condition for the molecular energy. However, we

decided to follow the simple procedure adopted in the previous applications

of VCM, and choose the cells so that x » 2a • R, where R is the internuclear

distance.

The exchange-correlation effects were considered within the framework

of the X approximation Q Õ ] . The calculations were carried out by assuming

up to I » 3 in the cellular expansion, and using 5 points in the plane

and in the hemispheres to perform the numerical integration» required by

Equation (3). It is worth to mention tti.it even with such limited cellular

expansion and naive surface integrations, VCM lends to n satisfactory

description of the molecular properties.



3. POTENTIAL CURVES

A. F2

The theoretical understanding of the electronic structure of molecular
4

fluorine has been object of research for many years Q Q - It is well known

from early calculations that in the restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) description,

F2 molecule is not bound with respect to the HF atoms Q 2 ] and only half of

the binding energy is obtained from one of the most extrnsive CI calculations

Q 3 ] . Therefore, the electron correlation effects must be included in the

theory in order to obtain a potential curve with a reasonable deprec of

physical realism. Recently, much attention has been paid to the understanding

of the excited electronic states of F2, due mainly to its importance in laser

systems Q^j- Thus, the quantitative description of the electronic structure

of F2 within the context of the VCM-X is an appropriate test of the theory.

The potential energy curves for the ground state, lZ , and for the

first two singlet excited states, *Y. , *II , for F2 as calculated by VCM are

shown in Figure 2. The '£

Insert Figure 2

state corresponds to the molecular closed shell with paired spins configuration,

(lo ) 2 (lo ) 2 (2o ) 2 (2o ) 2 (3o ) 2 (lit ) " (In > \ The calculated singletg u g u g u g
states are obtained by transferring one electron from the n orbital to the

3o orbital. The three molecular states dissociate into ground state F atoms
with VCM-X total energy slightly higher than the urestrlctcd HF value,

ct
-397.6371Ry[15]. According to Figure 2, VCM-X describes the bonding character

of the ground state JE of F2. Indeed, the potential curves for the excited

states show a repulsive behaviour. The '[[ state is less repulsive than the
'II state, which is in agreement with recent ab initio calculations [14] •

Table I gives the spectroscopic constants for the ground state 1L of

F2 as calculated by VCM and other methods. The STO-SCF

Insert Table I

entries refer to the early HF calculation performed by Uahl Q2~J- STO-ODC

and STO-OVC entries correspond to the methods of optimized-double configurations

and optimizcd-valcnce configurations, respectively Q3,lfj. The POL-CI entries



were obtained from recent ab initio polarization configuration calculation

[14]. MS-X refers to a multiple-scattering calculation assuming Che standard

muffin-tin approximation to the molecular potential Q É Q . The LCAO and ISM

refer to the linear combination of atomic orbitais and intersecting sphere

uethods, respectively [17,18]. Both are implemented within the framework of

the X . approximation. The LMTO entries in Table I are the result of an

application of the linear combination of muffin-tin orbitais formalism, which

was used to solve self-consistently the density functional equations of

Hohembcrg, Kohn and Sham [J9~J.

According to the results shown in Table I, VCH predicts values for Re

and Ue in good agreement with experiment, but overestimate the molecular binding

energy [30]. It is interesting to observe that the dissociation energies

obtained by the LCAO and ISM are also greater than the experimental value.

Since the X theory is the common feature of these methods, it may be

possible that the use of more elaborated approximations to the exchange-

-correlation energy can improve the results [2f], The discrepancies between

the MS-X results and the experimental one are due to the inadequacy of the

muffin-tin potential for such acovalent system as F2.

Table II compares the calculated total energies and bindings for F2.

D , as usual, is the difference between the calculated total energy at R and

the atomic dissociation limit.

Insert Table II

The vertical excitation energies for the singlet states of F2 as

calculated by VCM is compared with the results of POL-CI calculations in

TabIt III. The total energies are evaluated at

Insert Table III

F - 2.68a0. VCMyields the value 4.02ev for the dipole-allowcd transition

• *I! •*• *£ which is in fairly good agreement with the POL-CI result and with
u g

the observed maximum, at 4.80ev, in the absorption spectrum

B. Ne2

The diatomic molecules formed from the noble gases have been studied

from several stand points including empirical and ab initio calculations

p2,2fj. The interest in these systems has increased in the Use few years,



mainly due to the fact that they constitute an important class of molecules

for laser applications [2$]. Here, we report some VCM-X results for Ne?.

The ground lZ state of Ne2, which has the molecular configuration

(l O g)
2 (lou)

2 (2og)
2 (2ou)

2 (3og)
2 (3ou)

2 (litg)* (l» u)\ dissociates into

two ground state Ne(2p') atoms with HF total energy -514.188ORy[Ifj. The first'

singlet excited state of Ne2,
 ll*, dissociates into Ne(2ps,3s) and Nc(2p6) in

the separated atom limit. It is formed by adding a o_ (3s) electron to the

appropriate Ne2 core. The calculated potential curves for the ground *E and
i + ^

exatcd I states of Ne2 are shown in Figure 3.

Insert Figure 3

For comparison purposes, the ground state potential curves obtained from a

MS-X (frozen core approximation) [25] and LCAO MO SCF [26] calculations arc

also shown.

In the separated atom limit, VCM and LCAO yield the values -514.1822Ry <

and 514.186Ry for the molecular total energy, respectively. These values

agree well with the HF total energy of the ground state Ne atoms. The MS curve j

was adjusted to the HF separated atom limit.

One interesting feature observed in Figure 3 is that no very large

discrepancies are observed between the VCM and MS potential curves. They are

both more repulsive than the LCAO curve. Here the errors introduced by the

muffin-tin approximation to the potential are not serious. In fact, we have

observed from the VCM calculations that roost of the molecular charge density

is contained within the inscribed spheres (see Figure I).

According to Figure 3, the 1T. curve is an attractive curve, which is

in agreement with ab initio calculations [25]• The dissociation energy of

this state obtained by us is smaller than the nb initio value, O.57cv. We
o

found the minimum of the potential curve at 2.47A, which is greater than the
o + o

ab initio result, 1.79A [25]. The energy of the '£ state at 2.47A relative

to the ground state separated atom limit is 15.09cv. The experimental value

16.589ev is reported for the Te parameter of the transition [20].

It is worth to mention that the VCM-X ground state potential curve

does not show a van dcr Waals minimum. Mo attempt was made by us to carry out

the calculations to a degree of accuracy that would allow for n correct *'

description of the molecular binding. Therefore we arc not at a position to



say that VCM, within the framework of the X approximation to the exchangc-

-correlation energy, describes the van der Uaals interactions.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The results presented in this paper could be improved stiil further by

varying the cell parameters in order to make the total-energy functional a

extremum. Of course, for complex systems this procedure can be very time

consuming due to the large number of variational parameters involved.

Therefore, it is gratifying to know that the prescription used here to

wwiiStruct the cells works. This inform us that cell construction can be based

on such simple procedures as those of the muffin-tin methods, e.g. the

multiple-scattering and angmented-plane-wave models.

No essential basic difficulties are antccipated as the VCM is

generalized to larger systems. However, many questions about the method

need to be answered before its full potential and limitations can be detected,

The small systems analysed here «ire well suited to guide us to assess these

features.
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METHOD

STO-SCF

STO-ODC

STO-OVC

POL-CI

M S - ^

U A O - ^

ISM

urro

VCM

EXPERIMENT

REFERENCE

12

13

11

14

16

17

18

19

this work

20

RCU.)

2.79

2.74

2.67

2.67

4.3

2.75

3.2

2.91

2.68

2.68

De(ev)

- 1.63

0.S4

1.67

l.BS

0.57

3.3

3.13

0.3

2.90

1.602

v«->

1257

678

942

946.3

-

1100

-

840

906

916.64

TABLE I
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METHOD

STO-OVC

POL-CI

MS-Xa

VCM

REFERENCE

11

14

16

this work

R - Re

-397.9618

-397.7905

-397.6414

-397.8502

E(Ry)
R « «

-397.8387

-397.6546

-397.5995

-397.63718

-397.6371a

D (cv)e

1.67

1.85

0.57

0.06

2.90

a
Reference

TABLE II



Reference

TABLE III

12

METHOD E(lEg> E ( M V E (V *<'ntt)-E('ií> ^\^
Ry Ry Ry ev ev

POL-CI* -397.7905 -397.4494 -397.2346 4.64 7.56

VCM -397.8502 -397.5547 -397.3254 4.02 7.14
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TABLE HEADINCS

TABLE I - Equilibrium separations (R ) , dissociation energies (I) ) and

frequencies (W ) for ground state F2.

TABLE II - Total energies E, and dissociation energies, D>t for the ground

state of F2.

TABLE III - Calculated energies of the ground and two singlet states of F2

at the equilibrium position R « 2.68 a<>. The excited state

energies relative to ground state minimum are also listed.



FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE 1 - Partition scheme for the homonuclear diatomic molecules. The dots

arc the nuclei sites. The dashed circuference indicates the

inscribed spheres.

FIGURE 2 - Potential energy curves for the lZ ground state and first two

singlet excited states II and F. of F2, as calculated by VCM.

FIGURE 3 - Potential energy curves for the *£ ground state and first singlet

excited state lZ* of Ne2.
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FIGURE 1
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